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Kernan Consulting CEO nominated to the SMB TOP 150 List for 2012
San Diego, CA (March, 15th 2012) Kernan Consulting (www.KernanConsulting.com), an
international technology consulting company offering Coaching, Advising and Mentoring
programs to the small IT VAR, announced today that its CEO, James Kernan, was
nominated to the SMB 150 List as one the movers and shakers in the Technology
Community.
SMB Technology Network (SMBTN) and SMB Nation—à la SMB PC magazine—have
surveyed hundreds of professionals to come up with the Top 150 nominees for 2011. The
list was created by the SMB community for the SMB community. It is a function of good
citizens voting for like-minded good citizens who deserved recognition for good deeds. It’s
neither vendor-sponsored nor otherwise supported by outside interests (such as political
action committees). At the same time, it is not limited to a specific group either. Therefore,
you may recognize names of key MVPs, vendors, and media personalities right alongside
those of respected peers in the channel.
“It is an honor to be nominated to the SMB Top 150 List. What I appreciate the most is
that the vote was from my peers in our industry. Again what an honor to be in such good
company and be recognized with industry influencers”, stated James Kernan CEO of
Kernan Consulting. To learn more about SMB Nation or the Top 150 List, please visit:
www.SMBNation.com
About SMB Nation
SMB Nation is a publishing and events company, targeted at the Microsoft Small Business
Specialist (SBS) community. SMB Nation spreads the knowledge of SMB technology
trends through its books, magazine, online services, conferences and world-wide seminars
and workshops. As an active participant in the technology community, SMB Nation has a
long history of advocacy and evangelism.
The company was founded in 1999 as Matthew Brelsford Associates and became SMB
Nation in early 2003, to promote the books and consulting services of Harry Brelsford, the
author of a successful series of books written for Microsoft’s global Small Business
Specialist community and IT consultants, and a popular conference speaker on Microsoftcentric SMB consulting.

Today, SMB Nation conferences, seminars and workshops bring forward-thinking IT
consultants, technologies and vendors together, sparking new opportunities in the SMB
space. Being THE information source for SMB technologists and Small Business
Specialists worldwide, SMB Nation delivers complete business solutions to help them
better manage their business, technological and marketing needs. Whether it’s delivered in
print, online, or in person, everything SMB Nation produces reflects our unshakeable
belief in the power of information to spur a profitable global community For more
information, please visit www.SMBNation.com.
More About Kernan Consulting, Inc.
Kernan Consulting, Inc. is an international technology consulting company headquartered
in San Diego, California. Formed in April of 1994, the company has become one of the
most successful technology consulting firms in the country, serving the small IT VAR. Its
core competencies include Coaching, Advising and Mentoring programs like the
36MonthMillionaire.com and its One to One programs. Visit www.KernanConsulting.com
to learn more about the company.
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